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ARAZI: THE GIS SOLUTION
The ability to visualize enterprise assets
and the surrounding environment aids in
informed decision making, strategic planning
and resource optimization. The Arazi Geo
Application, allows for exactly this, by using
spatial components to build a geospatial
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infrastructure within the enterprise. With
a geospatial backbone, the Arazi Geo
Application provides web-based GIS service
dashboards for various departments within
the organization, thereby allowing every
tier of the organization to utilize the spatial
information for planning, analysis and
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reporting.
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Arazi: Details
With the key focus on flexibility and ease of operation, the
solution is based on Linux Server. It has been developed in
Python Django framework with Postgres and PostGIS at the
backend. Apache Tomcat is used in the middle tier with Geoserver to provide geo-spatial standard services. The client
end is browser based and is mobile friendly. Additionally, user
friendly ‘Wizards’ are also developed in order to guide the end
user(s) through various functions and activities.
The main modules include:

CAD and Raster (multiband) can be uploaded to the main
database. For the ease of user(s), relevant tables in the
centralized database are automatically created or updated
after data is uploaded using this tool.
The identifier tool helps user(s) identify a point or a polygon on
the map. The attributes of the point and the drawn polygon
are showed on the map.
Editing Module
The editing module adds the power to edit data in the
geodatabase. It provides both attribute and spatial editing

Core GIS Module
GIS-Based Content Management System (CMS)
Web based geo-spatial CMS is an integral part of the solution.
This CMS helps user(s) create, manage and store spatial
content in form of layers, maps and documents. The created
content can be shared or accessed by user(s) or user group(s)
as per assigned rights. In addition, there is also a provision for
creation of new user(s)
and user group(s).
The Extract Transform
Load (ETL) Tool is the
highlighting
feature
of the CMS. With the
help of ETL Tool, maps
of
different
format
including shape files,

options to the user(s). This enables the user(s) to add new
features to a map or modify existing features to accurately
show change or reflect additional information. The system
automatically updates attributes when editing.
In spatial editing, selection of a particular area of interest
via map is also possible. As a result, the selected portion is
highlighted in a different color on the map.
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To facilitate user(s), an option for selection of a layer for editing
is also provided. Once a layer is selected, spatial
or attribute editing can be performed on the data
relevant to that specific layer.

Query Module
The primary role of this module is to allow user(s)
to query and identify layers’ features based on its
attributes, like location, name, ID etc. Queries
of choice can be selected form a pre-defined list.
Nested or multiple queries can be also selected by
the user(s).
The result of a query is displayed as a table with filters
on columns. The data of interest can be exported
by the user(s). In addition, the query result is also
highlighted spatially on the map.
Again, a layer of interest can be selected prior to applying
queries.

Reporting Module
The reporting module generates reports in pdf and excel
format. Reports are customized based on the user(s)
requirements. These can help in seeing patterns which
could not be perceived before, attain new insights and
make considerably well-informed and better decisions.
3D Module
3D module has the capability of 3D view of topography
based on given elevation layer, cross section, satellite
image dragged on elevation layer and 3D view of town
showing building heights.
The 3D view is created based on the user(s)’ input.
Integration with the Existing Systems

Analysis Module – Seeing the Big Picture
The system facilitates storing and managing spatial and
attribute data in a database management system (DBMS). The
analysis module empowers the user(s) with informed decision
making based on the results of the various analysis performed
on the data. It allows user(s) to analyze information based on
spatial data. Heat maps and statistical reports in the form of
pie charts and bar graphs are also created.
The system offers following main types of analysis:
1.

Proximity Analysis (Buffer, Point Distance and Polygon
Neighbor etc.)

2.

Spatial Relationship Analysis (Contain, Within, Identical
and Boundary touches etc.)

3.

Heat maps and graphics

4. Land cross-section calculator

The solution not only ensures seamless integration of the
GIS with other existing applications but the data from existing
databases can be also seen on the map. Built-in database
connectivity gives database access that enables user(s) to add
data to the geodatabase for display and analysis.
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